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Abstract
Introduction White matter tractography based on diffusion
tensor imaging has become a well-accepted non-invasive
tool for exploring the white matter architecture of the
human brain in vivo. There exist two main key obstacles
for reconstructing white matter fibers: firstly, the imple-
mentation and application of a suitable tracking algorithm,
which is capable of reconstructing anatomically complex
fascicular pathways correctly, as, e.g., areas of fiber
crossing or branching; secondly, the definition of an
appropriate tracking seed area for starting the reconstruction
process. Large intersubject, anatomical variations make it
difficult to define tracking seed areas based on reliable
anatomical landmarks. An accurate definition of seed
regions for the reconstruction of a specific neuronal
pathway becomes even more challenging in patients
suffering from space occupying pathological processes as,
e.g., tumors due to the displacement of the tissue and the
distortion of anatomical landmarks around the lesion.

Methods To resolve the first problem, an advanced tracking
algorithm, called advanced fast marching, was applied in
this study. The second challenge was overcome by
combining functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) in order to perform
fMRI-guided accurate definition of appropriate seed areas
for the DTI fiber tracking. In addition, the performance of
the tasks was controlled by a MR-compatible power device.
Results Application of this combined approach to eight
healthy volunteers and exemplary to three tumor patients
showed that it is feasible to accurately reconstruct relevant
fiber tracts belonging to a specific functional system.
Conclusion fMRI-guided advanced DTI fiber tracking has
the potential to provide accurate anatomical and functional
information for a more informed therapeutic decision
making.
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Introduction

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) [3, 31] is a promising, non-
invasive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) method for
studying non-invasively the anatomical organization of
major white matter fiber systems (for a review, see [27]).
In the last years, the technique of diffusion-weighted imaging
has been increasingly applied in clinical routine, e.g., in
management of acute stroke [19, 20, 36, 44] or in the
characterization of multiple sclerosis lesions [8, 25, 33, 34].
A topic, which currently is receiving increased attention, is
the application of DTI and DTI fiber tracking in the
investigation of patients with intracranial tumors. One of
the first publications by Witwer et al. [48] demonstrated
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displaced fiber tracks on directionally color-coded maps.
Goebells et al. showed different fractional anisotropy (FA)
values in the center as compared to the periphery of gliomas
as well as, in the adjacent normal appearing white matter.
They also found differences in FA ratios between low- and
high-grade tumors [11, 12]. Helton et al. [14] investigated
the feasibility of DTI to visualize and quantify white matter
tract involvement in pontine tumors.

Accurate preoperative localization and visualization of
the displaced or infiltrated fiber tracts in relation to
intracranial tumors is crucial for treatment planning [15,
50] and potentially for the postoperative prognosis. There-
fore, new developments aim at presurgical, intraoperative,
and follow-up postsurgical applications of DTI to provide
relevant information related to the tumor affected tissue [1,
23, 29]. Functional MRI (fMRI)-driven fiber tracking
methods are the most recent clinical application in this
direction [35, 39]. Guye et al. applied the basic fast
marching tracking algorithm [30] in order to perform
fMRI-driven fiber tracking [13]. Thereby, probabilistic
connectivity maps of healthy subjects were computed and
compared with a map of a patient suffering from a tumor.

A key obstacle for accurate reconstruction of neuronal
fibers is the selection of a suitable tracking algorithm. In
certain areas of the white matter, such as the corona radiata
or the occipital white matter where an abundant crossing
and/or merging of different fiber systems takes place, the
main diffusion intravoxel direction does not necessarily
correspond to the main fiber direction. This is due to the
tensor’s voxel averaged quantity and the limited resolution
of available DTI acquisitions [5, 17, 45]. Consequently,
simple tracking algorithms, which incorporate only the
main diffusion direction for determining the propagation
pathway (or track), are not adequate in such anatomically
complex areas, and the reconstructed trajectories are often
compromised by the wrong directional information [4, 17,
18, 21, 22, 42, 45]. Recently, sophisticated tracking
algorithms have been developed to overcome these limi-
tations particularly to ameliorate tracking results in crossing
and branching situations [24, 30, 38, 46, 47, 51]. In the
present study, this problem was addressed by using a
tracking algorithm called “advanced fast marching” (aFM),
which has been specifically developed [38] in order to
improve reconstruction of white matter trajectories in
anatomically complex areas. The quality of the aFM
algorithm was evaluated and compared with other tracking
algorithm by reconstructing different neuronal fiber systems
and networks in the human brain [40, 41].

Another main issue in the field of DTI-based fiber
tractography is the definition of a tracking seed region that
would be appropriate for the reconstruction of white matter
tracts relevant to a specific functional system or network. If
seed areas are slightly misplaced by only a few voxels, the

reconstructed trajectories may represent tracks from differ-
ent white matter fiber systems. Intersubject anatomical
variations make it difficult to define tracking seed areas
based merely on reliable anatomical landmarks, even in
brains of healthy subjects. This problem becomes more
difficult in the presence of a space occupying intracranial
pathological processes, as, e.g., tumor, where the definition
of functionally relevant tracking seed regions based on
anatomical landmarks becomes more challenging due to
displacement or infiltration of the surrounding tissue and a
potential reorganization of involved functional systems. To
overcome this second obstacle, a combined approach of
DTI and fMRI is presented where seed areas for the DTI
tracking algorithm are defined based on fMRI activation
patterns specific to individual patient. For the fMRI
acquisitions, a new powerful setup was developed, which
allowed real-time monitoring and recording of the executed
task performance for future evaluation steps. This informa-
tion is also useful in regard to the comprehension of the
progressive course of disease. In the present study, these
new combined techniques are applied in healthy volunteers
and exemplary in patients with intracranial tumors to
demonstrate the feasibility of fMRI-guided, DTI fiber
tracking in combination with advanced tracking algorithms
and its potential impact in clinical applications.

Materials and methods

Data were acquired from eight healthy, right-handed volun-
teers and three right-handed patients. The study was approved
by the local ethics committee (EK: 09–2006(ETH)). To
demonstrate the clinical feasibility of the methodological
approach, three patients suffering from intracranial tumors of
different histology (a low-grade glioma, a high-grade glioma,
and a meningioma) located in the vicinity of the central sulcus
and, therefore, expected to affect the primary motor cortex
(see Fig. 1 for a detailed depiction of the tumor localization)
were selected. All measurements were performed on a 3-T,
whole-body MRI system (Philips Achieva, Best, the Nether-
lands), equipped with 80 mT/m/ms gradient coils and an
eight-element receive head coil array (MRI Devices, Wauke-
sha, USA). Each imaging session consisted of a high
resolution T1-weighted anatomical scan, a DTI scan, and
two fMRI scans.

Anatomical data were obtained with a 3D T1-weighted
turbo field-echo scan consisting of 220 interleaved slices in
sagittal orientation with the following parameters: field of
view (FOV)=230×230 mm2, slice thickness=1.5 mm, slice
gap=−0.75 mm, resulting in an effective slice thickness of
0.75 mm, acquisition matrix=256×256 pixels, repetition
time (TR)=20 ms, echo time (TE)=2.3 ms, flip angle (FA)=
20°, number of signal averages (NSA)=1.
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The sequence most commonly used for DTI is spin-
echo single-shot echo planar imaging (SE-sshEPI) [31]
due to its motion insensitivity and relatively high SNR.
Thus, for the DTI scan, a whole brain diffusion-weighted
SE-sshEPI sequence was applied with the following
parameters: FOV=220×220 mm2, matrix=96×96 pixels,
reconstructed to 128×128 pixels, 60 contiguous slices,

slice thickness=2.0 mm, TE=50 ms, NSA=2, 60% partial
k-space acquisition. Diffusion weighting with a maximal b
factor of 1,000 s/mm2 was carried out along 15 icosahe-
dral directions [6], complemented by one scan with b=0.
A 2.1-fold sensitivity encoding (SENSE) reduction factor
[32] was applied in order to reduce susceptibility artifacts
and thus to enhance image quality [2, 16].

Fig. 1 Localization of the
tumors (indicated by the white
cross-hairs and white arrows)
on sagittal (left column) and
coronal (right column) slices.
Patient a suffered from a
postcentral, low-grade glioma;
b from a precentral, high-grade
glioma; and c from an
extra-axial meningioma
compressing the precentral
gyrus and the paracentral lobule
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The fMRI series consisted of two whole brain gradient-
echo EPI sequences (30 slices, field of view=220×
220 mm2, matrix=80×80 pixels, reconstructed to 128×
128 pixels, slice thickness=4.0 mm, TR=3,000 ms, TE=
35 ms, SENSE factor=2.0). In order to facilitate the
registration process, we selected exactly a factor of two
between the DTI and the fMRI slice thickness, i.e., DTI
slice thickness was 2.0 mm and fMRI slice thickness
4.0 mm. Thus, each fMRI slice overlapped in each case
with exactly two DTI data slices. Each fMRI acquisition
consisted of seven blocks of 30 s motor activity alternating
with seven blocks of 30 s rest, resulting in a total
acquisition time of 7 min. In the active phase, a previously
practiced power grip task with a frequency of about 0.5 Hz
had to be executed with each hand separately and clearly
below the individual maximal force. So, it was possible to
keep the force constant during the entire session. The MR-
compatible power grip device was connected to an external
laptop. This setup allowed to monitor and record the signal
from the motor grip device in real time (Fig. 2) and to
analyze the task performance (as, e.g., frequency, ampli-
tude, and regularity) offline after the scan session. The
sampling rate was 500 Hz. The frequency of the motor task
and the mean power of the signal for both hands were
determined separately. Furthermore, a laterality index (LI=
(xright−xleft)/(xright+xleft)) was calculated to describe a
potential laterality of the right or left hand in regard to
frequency or power, in particular in the patient group.
Thereby, −1 corresponds to a one-sided left-handed value
and + 1 to a pure right-handed value.

The analysis of the fMRI data was performed with
SPM2 (SPM2; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurol-
ogy, London, UK). A detailed overview of fMRI analysis is
given by Frackowiak et al. [9]. After correcting the fMRI
images for interscan motion artifacts, the data were
smoothed (without prior spatial normalization) with a
Gaussian filter (kernel=5 mm). A temporal cut-off of
128 s was applied to remove low-frequency drift artifacts.

Data from each run were then modeled using the general
linear model with separate delayed boxcar functions.
Multiple comparison correction was applied using the false
discovery rate method (FDR p<0.05 with cluster level >20)
[10]. The mean EPI image and the SPM{t} map of the
fMRI scan were coregistered to the b0 image of the DTI
scan using the coregister algorithm of SPM. The result of
the coregistration was visually verified (comparing, e.g.,
contour differences) and showed a very good special
agreement of the two dataset.

In the DTI data, eddy-current-induced image warping
was reduced with a correlation-based 3D-affine registration
algorithm [28]. The independent elements of the diffusion
tensor were obtained on a voxel-by-voxel basis using
singular value decomposition. After diagonalization of the
diffusion tensor, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors were
determined [26]. All these DTI related calculations,
subsequent fiber tracking, and the statistical evaluation of
the fiber tracks were performed using a dedicated in-house
software package written in C++.

Tracking was initiated in 3D-seed-areas computed on the
basis of the activation patterns detected in the fMRI as
follows: the centers of gravity of the fMRI activations
weighted with the significance level in the primary motor
cortex of both hemispheres were determined; due to the fact
that fMRI activations are located within gray matter, the
centers of gravity were enlarged spherically (radius=7 mm)
to define 3D seed areas within the adjacent white matter;
from these areas, DTI fiber tracking was performed for each
hemisphere separately. Thereby, the aFM algorithm [38]
was applied. In this study, the aFM algorithm was executed
with 70,000 time steps. For reconstructing the fibers a 10%
voxel connectivity was used. The fractional anisotropy stop
criterion was defined as 0.2. One fiber reconstruction with
these parameters took about 45 s on a standard PC. Finally,
the cortico-spinal fibers were selected, and the mean
fractional anisotropy (FA) values of all voxels intersected
by these fibers were derived. Additionally, in the patient

Fig. 2 a MR-compatible grip
device with laptop connector
box used for the hand motor
task. b Recorded signal, which
served as real-time monitoring
for ensuring correct task
performance, was analyzed
offline (frequency, amplitude,
and regularity) following the
scan session
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data, seed areas were placed manually around the tumor in
order to investigate the effects of the tumor not only on the
cortico-spinal tract but also on the fiber integrity and
architecture of the entire adjacent white matter.

Results

Findings in the healthy volunteers and the patients’
behavior data sets

Offline quantitative analysis of the motor performance
using the power grip device showed that the range of the
laterality indices of frequency in the healthy group was
between −0.152 and 0 with a mean of −0.047, and the
range of power was between −0.142 and 0.087 with a mean
of 0.002 (Fig. 3). So, the motor task was executed slightly
faster with the left hand than with the right one. This
difference was quite small and probably is a reflection of
greater difficulty to maintain a constant frequency of
grasping with the non-dominant left hand since all subjects
were right-handed. With regard to the power between the
right and the left hand, no statistical significant differences
could be found (paired t test). The healthy group executed
the task with the same good performance for both hands.
The laterality indices of the patients were also in the range

of the healthy group (patient 1: frequency −0.088/power
0.089; patient 2: frequency 0.027/power 0.038; patient 3:
frequency 0/power −0.248). Surprisingly, the presence of
the tumor in all three patients did not affect their motor
output performance.

Findings in the healthy volunteers MR data sets

Figure 4 illustrates reconstructed fibers in a data set of one
healthy volunteer. The red areas are the tracking seed
regions within the left and right primary motor cortex,
derived from the fMRI activations. It shows fiber recon-
structions calculated by the aFM algorithm. It is important
to mention that reproducible fiber pathways were recon-
structed in all other subjects, and similar results were
achieved in every volunteer data set. Thereby, the aFM
algorithm reconstructed reliably fibers of the cortico-spinal
tract in all healthy subjects within both hemispheres, as
anatomically expected. As a comparison, the fiber recon-
struction was also performed with the FACT algorithm [27].
Fifty fiber reconstructions were started from randomly
calculated positions within every voxel of the seed region
with the FACT algorithm. The stepsize was defined as
0.3 mm, whereby trilinear interpolation for calculating the
new propagating direction was applied in every integration
step. The fractional anisotropy stop criterion was defined as
0.2. Thereby, in most of the datasets, all fibers were
deviated from the seed region into U-fibers or other main
fiber bundles. In most cases, no cortico-spinal connections
could be reconstructed by the FACT algorithm. A detailed
comparison between the aFM and FACT algorithm is
published by Staempfli et al. [40, 41]. It could be shown
that a standard tracking algorithm like the FACT is not able
to resolve complex fiber situations like crossing or kissing.

The FA values of all voxels, which are intersected by the
cortico-spinal fibers in each subject, are depicted in the plot
in Fig. 5 (the black dots represent the values of the healthy
volunteers). Thereby, fibers of both hemispheres were
examined separately. On the vertical-axis, the mean FA
values for the right hand (and thus for the cortico-spinal
fibers within the left hemisphere) are recorded. On the
horizontal axis, the FA values for the left hand (and thus for
the cortico-spinal fibers within the right hemisphere) are
registered. No laterality is detectable, and all FA values vary
a small range between 0.48 and 0.60 with a mean FA value
of 0.53 for the left and a mean FA value of 0.56 for the right
hand (indicated by the white dot).

Findings in the patients MR data sets

Figure 6 depicts fiber reconstructions in the data sets of the
three tumor patients. Figure 6a, c, and d illustrates the 3D
seed areas and the bilaterally reconstructed tracks, generat-

Fig. 3 The performance of healthy subjects and patients during the
motor task. The laterality index (xright−xleft)/(xright+xleft) describes any
tendency of the frequency or power of the recorded signal to the left
(−1) or right (+1) hand. For the eight healthy volunteers (black dots,
some of them are overlapping) as well as for all three patients (red,
green, and blue dots), both values are around 0. So, task performance
was similar for the left and the right hand
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ed with the same technique as in the volunteer data: In all
three patient data sets, the hemispheric location of the
tracking seed areas is quite asymmetric due to the space
occupying effect of the tumor. As visible, e.g., in Fig. 6a on
the left side, the tumor displaced the region around the
cortical hand area and pushed it superior. Nevertheless, as
in the volunteer data, the aFM algorithm reconstructed
reliably fibers of the cortico-spinal tract in all patient data
sets.

The asymmetries between the healthy and the tumor
affected hemisphere are also evident in Fig. 6b, where
fibers from a large seed area placed in the centrum
semiovale of the white matter were reconstructed for
preoperative planning purposes, resulting in reconstruction
of several projectional, commissural, and association fiber
systems (this reconstruction is done with a conventional
algorithm, not with the aFM). In order to reduce the number
of resulting fibers, one single fiber reconstruction was
started from every voxel within the seed region with the
FACT algorithm. All other parameters of the algorithm
were left unchanged and defined as described above. The
resulting reconstructions should give an overall overview of
the effect of the glioma in white matters adjacent to the
tumor. It demonstrates inferior displacement of the long
association fiber system represented by the superior
longitudinal fasciculus and medial displacement of the
peripheral callosal fibers and the projectional cortico-spinal
tract, whereas no fibers are visible within the tumor mass.
Similar images have been obtained in the other two patient
data sets for preoperative planning.

The fractional anisotropy values of the displaced cortico-
spinal tracts showed similar values to those of the contra-
lesional hemisphere in all patients. Furthermore, the values
were in the same range as the values from the healthy

volunteers. The FA values of the left and right tracts in all
three patients are also shown in Fig. 5 and are marked as
colored dots. All values, both of the healthy volunteers and
patient data group, are in the same range, and no
statistically significant differences between tumor patients
and healthy subjects were found.

Discussion

In this study, the technique of fMRI-based DTI fiber
tracking is applied in a clinical setting with tumor
patient data. Thereby, fMRI information is used for
defining functionally related structures as accurate start
regions for subsequent fiber tracking. The additional
information provided by fMRI is important considering
the large intersubject anatomical variations of the human
brain, particularly in the presence of a space occupying
pathological process affecting the spatial position of
anatomical landmarks. Thus, the results illustrate that
fMRI-guided DTI fiber tracking allows to identify
tracking start regions reliably based on functional
anatomy rather than solely on anatomical landmarks as
well in healthy volunteers as in tumor patients.
Furthermore, the study demonstrates that DTI benefits
from the combination with fMRI in order to reconstruct
fibers related to specific functional areas. In cases of

Fig. 5 FA values of all voxels intersected by the reconstructed
cortico-spinal tracts for both hemispheres of the eight healthy
volunteers and the three tumor patients. On the x-axis, the mean FA
values for the left hand (i.e., for the cortico-spinal tract in the right
hemisphere), and on the y-axis, the FA values for the right hand (i.e.,
for the cortico-spinal tract in the left hemisphere)

Fig. 4 Estimated tracts calculated by the aFM algorithm in a
representative healthy volunteer. Tracking was initiated in the motor
cortex within the fMRI-evoked seed areas (red spheres, indicated by
the red arrows). The reconstructed fibers correspond to the left and
right cortico-spinal connections
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intracranial tumors, the fMRI approach compliments and
enhances the accuracy of DTI information for preoper-
ative planning by defining the relevant functionally
related structures as accurate start regions for fiber
tracking with advanced tracking techniques. This is
crucial in complex areas like the (motor)cortex region
where many different neuronal systems are tightly
packed, especially in the presence of tumors [7]. If start
regions are slightly shifted in this area, the combined
fMRI/DTI approach can prevent from the obstacle of
estimating completely different fiber systems, which
might belong to the target system.

Additionally, and in contrast to publications with similar
approaches [37, 43], it has been demonstrated that the
possibility to supervise in real time the performance of the
power task using the MR-compatible grip device for
the fMRI examination serves two important points. Firstly,
the supervision gives a real-time feedback about the
volunteer’s or patient’s task performance during the actual
scanning. This allows, e.g., repeating a session immediately
in case of any compliance problems related to the correct
task execution by the patient. Even more important, based
on the recorded task signal, quantitative measures, e.g.,
frequency and power and a resulting laterality index, can be
established. The index allows a quantitative estimation of

the tumor effects on motor output as compared to the non-
affected hemisphere. This information is potentially useful
for monitoring motor recovery and also postoperative
functional outcome not only in tumors but also in several
pathological processes that may affect the sensorimotor
network. In the present preliminary study, we could show
that none of the different types of tumors examined affected
the patient’s motoric capabilities related to the specific
grasping task. It remains to be further explored whether this
quantification may provide additional relevant information
in differentiating between tumor infiltration and tumor
displacement. Our preliminary experience indicates that
the motor output and clinical behavior obtained by the grip
device strongly correlate with the FA values measured with
DTI.

In order to define the fMRI-based tracking seed regions,
a center of gravity approach weighted with the significance
level was applied in this study. Therefore, center of gravity
with the significant values of the fMRI activation was
calculated. On the one hand, this approach accounts for
different distributions of fMRI clusters, which is, e.g.,
important when considering a situation with an fMRI
activation consisting of two or more almost equally
activated clusters. On the other hand, it inherently incorpo-
rates the information of the most significantly activated

Fig. 6 Tracking results in the
patient data sets. a and b depict
results of the patient harboring a
parietal low-grade glioma,
c from the patient suffering from
a central high-grade glioma, and
d from the patient with a frontal
convexity meningioma. In a, c,
and d, the asymmetric, displaced
tracking seed areas (red spheres)
in the motor cortex and the
reconstructed fibers from these
areas are depicted (calculated by
the aFM algorithm). In b, fibers
from a large seed area, covering
the entire white matter in the
coronal slice, were reconstructed
to give an overview of the
effects of the tumor on the major
fiber systems of the white matter
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fMRI voxels due to the fact that highly activated voxels
contribute most to the final determination of the center of
gravity.

In contrast to a recent publication [35], we did not find
statistically significant differences in the FA values of the
cortico-spinal fibers between the healthy control group and the
three tumor patients. This may indicate that all three tumors
displaced the cortico-spinal fibers without significant fiber
compression or tumor infiltration, which would change the
anisotropic properties of the adjacent white matter despite the
fact that one of the tumors was a high-grade glioma. This
hypothesis is in analogy with the equivalent, excellent motor
performance of all three patients. This assumption is further
supported by the fact that there were no differences in the
measured motor-task fMRI signal between the healthy and
affected hemisphere, and none of the three patients showed or
reported any abnormal motor behavior during grasping. This
may indicate structural integrity of the cortico-spinal tracts
within both hemispheres, which is in analogy with the
findings of the DTI analysis. This hypothesis is further
supported by intraoperative observations as reported by
Yasargil [49] according to which both low- and high-grade
gliomas in their initial and intermediate growth phases
usually displace the peritumoral projectional, commissural,
and associational fiber bundles but do not invade or transect
them.

The complementary information provided by fMRI and
DTI provides a quantitative estimate related to both the
structural integrity of the white matter and the functional
status of the interconnected relevant cortical areas that may be
displaced or infiltrated by the tumor. This information can be
used not only to enhance presurgical planning and intra-
surgical decision making but also to predict postoperative
functional outcome and thus improve patient counseling.
Thereby, the effort to acquire the additional information is
negligible for the patient, as demonstrated in this study. The
DTI scan can be acquired in a few more scan minutes in the
same scan session in which all the other necessary images for
the surgery are acquired (anatomical and fMRI data). The data
processing is performed offline with dedicated software
packages without involvement of the patient. Thus, an
integration of the proposed technique can be done without
any changes of the patient treatment.

Future development should aim at enlarging our expe-
rience with various histological types of well-localized
tumors in order to be able to derive statistical and clinical
relevant correlations between the fMRI/DTI findings and
the motor status of the patient. This is prerequisite for
drawing conclusions related to the potential of this
approach for differentiating between white matter displace-
ment and tumor infiltration. The range of application is not
limited to the motor system, which was used exemplary to
describe the method. The sensory, visual, and semantic

system are further interesting areas for this method. From
the methodological point of view, an important task is to
further improve tracking reliability at the boundary between
gray and white matter due to the inherent low anisotropy of
the gray matter. This could be achieved by increasing both
spatial resolution and diffusion sensitivity during data
acquisition. Diffusion sensitivity, higher spatial resolution,
and consequently an increase of data quality will gain from
the transition to higher static magnetic field strengths.

In conclusion, the presented imaging approach holds
great promise for better understanding of the structural/
functional relationship of the human brain in physiological
conditions and its reorganizational changes in the presence
of disease. It is expected that the combined fMRI/DTI
quantitative approach will have a great clinical impact for
providing improved pre- and intrasurgical decision making
and will enhance the accuracy of postsurgical outcome
prediction for better patient counseling.
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